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Pre lude
“A Cup of Inspiration”

I had just settled in at my desk, cup of coffee in hand, when one of my fourth 
graders who had arrived early at school approached and asked what seemed 
like a very simple question: “Ms. Kahn, is coffee good for you?”

Now, I have to confess that the first thing that came into my mind was “Of 
course! It’s what keeps me sane!” But the science teacher inside me quickly kicked 
in, and I replied, “Well, coffee contains substances called antioxidants that help 
cells do their jobs well. It definitely has some health benefits.”

“So, should kids drink coffee?” he queried. 
And there it was—a “should” question. On its surface, it seemed innocent 

enough, but “should” questions aren’t always easy, and they often aren’t answer-
able by science alone. In this case, I knew that science could inform my answer but 
not necessarily determine it. Should I simply respond with a safe answer like “It’s 
up to children’s parents whether they should or shouldn’t drink coffee”? I decided 
to keep the conversation going. 

“Well, the other thing about coffee is that it contains caffeine, which is a type 
of stimulant. It can make people nervous and make it harder for them to fall asleep 
at night. So a lot of people are against giving coffee to children.” 

My student nodded rather somberly, but then, showing a bit of glint in his 
eye, he asked, “But what about decaf? Why don’t my parents let me drink decaf?”

I wondered … could my eager young student be trying to get me to contradict 
his parents? But might he also be genuinely interested in the science behind the 
bean? Although I felt the pull of quicksand drawing me in ever deeper, I was also 
intrigued.

“Even decaf has caffeine,” I answered. “Maybe that’s why your parents don’t 
want you to have it. Have you ever asked them why?”

He paused for a moment, looking rather circumspect before replying: “Nope, 
I didn’t ask because I know when it’s a maybe no versus a definite no. This was a 
definite no!”
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Sensing his disappointment and wanting to take advantage of a teachable 
moment, I said, “Why don’t we both learn a bit more about this coffee subject? I’m 
curious!”

We proceeded to scour some online articles about the pros and cons of coffee, 
how coffee actually gets decaffeinated (something I never really thought about), 
and how caffeine affects children and adults. As we searched, I found myself natu-
rally talking to him about the difference between sources like medical journals or 
university websites (we noticed the .edu and .org extensions) and Wikipedia. We 
even found information on coffee companies’ websites, sources that, my student 
astutely noted, “might be trying to sell us on it.” Our takeaway from our brief 
perusal was that there is fairly solid evidence that coffee can lower risks for sev-
eral different diseases, including type 2 diabetes, Parkinson’s disease, and some 
cancers. But it can also harm tooth enamel, leach calcium from bones, and cause 
anxiety and insomnia. And adding sugar, cream, and flavors (and whipped cream!) 
contributes empty calories and fat. 

My student and I had a great time learning together by weighing the copious 
and somewhat confusing information about this everyday product. I was quite sur-
prised by how much science content we discussed in a short time, and we touched 
on issues such as determining the trustworthiness of sources, how and why differ-
ent studies might yield different results, and the tentativeness of scientific knowl-
edge. This brief interlude added to my deep belief in the use of debatable sociosci-
entific issues (SSI) in science teaching, especially for elementary-age students, as 
they are developing the habits of mind that will last a lifetime. They are at an age 
when their thoughts, feelings, and beliefs about science are being solidified. 

Soon, I heard the voices of his classmates arriving, so I turned to my student 
and said, “We’ve seen some arguments for and against coffee. What do you think 
about it?” 

He confidently replied, “I’m going to wait until I’m older to try it, just in case 
it’s not good for me. I have a feeling there’ll be LOTS more research by then!” 

That night, my student shared our findings with his parents, who had, in fact, 
nixed coffee for the reasons we had identified but hadn’t articulated those reasons 
to their son. He now felt empowered because he could engage in an informed dis-
cussion on this subject and could even understand and appreciate his parents’ deci-
sion, whether he ultimately agreed with it or not. It was on that day that I decided 
an elementary-level sequel to It’s Debatable! was needed. And in case you were 
wondering, it was also on that day that I decided to continue drinking my morning 
cup of coffee! 

        —Sami Kahn

Pre lude
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Lesson 2: Swingy Thingy

Lesson 2
Swingy Thingy 

What Makes a Great Playground?

Suggested Grade Levels
K–2

Driving Question
• How do pushes and pulls affect the speed and direction of objects? 

Lesson Overview
Students explore the way pushes and pulls affect the speed and direction of objects 
using both playground swings and model swings that they build and test. After a 
read-aloud about a girl’s dream playground, students vote to determine the fea-
tures of a class dream playground and collaboratively develop blueprints, a class 
model, and a list of playground rules. By engaging in collaborative planning and 
rule making, students apply their knowledge of forces to support their arguments 
for safe and enjoyable playground design while modeling civic engagement. 

Connecting to the NGSS
(See full alignment in Table A.2 on p. 503.)

• PS2.A: Forces and Motion 

• Pushes and pulls can have different strengths and directions. (K-PS2-2)

• Pushing or pulling on an object can change the speed or direction of its 
motion and can start or stop it. (K-PS2-2)

• ETS1.A: Defining and Delimiting Engineering Problems 
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Lesson P lans

•  A situation that people want to change or create can be approached as 
a problem to be solved through engineering. Such problems may have 
many acceptable solutions. (K-2-ETS1-1)

Societal Issues
Land Use, Accessibility, Fair Negotiations 

Nature of Science
• Science Models, Laws, Mechanisms, and Theories Explain Natural 

Phenomena

• Scientists use drawings, sketches, and models as a way to 
communicate ideas. 

• Scientists search for cause-and-effect relationships to explain natural 
events.

• Science Addresses Questions About the Natural and Material World

• Scientists study the natural and material world.

CCSS Connections
• English Language Arts 

• R.K.1. With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about 
key details in a text. 

• W.K.2. Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to 
compose informative/explanatory texts in which they name what they 
are writing about and supply some information about the topic. 

• Mathematics 

• MP.2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively. (K-PS2-1)

• K.MD.A.1. Describe measurable attributes of objects, such as length or 
weight. Describe several measurable attributes of a single object.  
(K-PS2-1)
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• K.MD.A.2. Directly compare two objects with a measurable attribute in 
common, to see which object has “more of”/”less of” the attribute, and 
describe the difference. (K-PS2-1)

NCSS Connections
• Theme 3: Individual Development and Identity

• Explore factors that contribute to personal identity, such as physical 
attributes, gender, race, and culture.

• Theme 6: Power, Authority, and Governance

• Examine issues involving the rights and responsibilities of individuals 
and groups in relation to the broader society.

• Theme 10: Civic Ideals and Practices

• Ask and find answers to questions about how to plan for action with 
others to improve life in the school, community, and beyond. 

C3 Framework
• Dimension 4: Taking Informed Action

• D4.8.K-2. Use listening, consensus-building, and voting procedures to 
decide on and take action in their classrooms. 

UDL Toolkit

Multiple Means of Engagement
Multiple Means of 

Representation
Multiple Means of Action and 

Expression

Students are introduced to the topic 
through a charades game, KLEW 
chart, and an outdoor activity.

Playground Charades involves 
auditory, visual, and kinesthetic 
presentation of information.

Students choose the type of 
playground apparatus they’d like to 
build.

Students are provided with a 
series of challenges in their STEM 
engineering activity that can be 
extended.

Information on forces is presented 
through pictures, words, and 
hands-on experiences.

Students express their individuality 
by drawing their ideal playground.

Students engage in small groups, 
whole-class activities, and 
individually to maintain interest and 
provide a variety of experiences. 

Use of a KLEW chart, playground 
equipment bar graph, and 
playground blueprint map presents 
information in an interactive and 
organized way.

Students express their learning 
through writing, talking, creating 
models, and drawing. 
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Lesson P lans

Suggested Schedule and Sequence
• Day 1: Engage with Playground Charades and Swingy KLEW Chart and 

Explore and Evaluate with Swingy Science

• Day 2: Explain with Move It! Motion, Forces, and You read-aloud and Explore, 
Explain, and Evaluate with Model Swing STEM Challenge

• Day 3: Elaborate with My Dream Playground read-aloud and Our Dream 
Playground graph 

• Day 4: Elaborate with Build a Class Playground Model 

• Day 5: Evaluate with My Dream Playground scene 

Materials
For Swingy Science (outdoor activity)

(per team of 2–3)

• Playground swings

• Clipboards (optional)

• Pencil 

For Model Swing STEM Challenge

(per team of 2–3)

• 7 paper straws (uncut)

• 3 paper straws cut in half (6 half-sized straws)

• 5 pipe cleaners cut in half (10 half-sized pipe cleaners that will serve as 
connectors)

• 2 cupcake liners 

• Hole punch

• Scissors

• Small toys to place in the seats

• Straw swing set instructions from the Craft Train: www.thecrafttrain.com/
straw-swing-set
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For Class Playground Model Equipment (e.g., swings, slides, monkey bars, 
merry-go-rounds)

(per team of 2–3)

• Craft supplies such as craft sticks, pipe cleaners, string or yarn 

• Cardboard

• Paper straws

• Aluminum foil

• Marbles

• Scissors

• Paper towel or toilet paper tubes

• Tape

• Chart paper

• Sticky notes 

(per student)

• Safety glasses or goggles

Student Handouts

• Swingy Science

• Model Swing STEM Challenge

• My Dream Playground

Safety Notes
1. All students must wear safety glasses or goggles during the setup, hands-on, 

and takedown phases of the activity.

2. Use caution when working with sharp tools or materials to avoid cutting or 
puncturing skin. 

3. Immediately pick up any items dropped on the floor to avoid a slip-and-fall 
hazard.

4. Wash hands with soap and water after completing this activity.
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Lesson P lans

Media
Books

• Move It! Motion, Forces, and You, by Adrienne Mason

• My Dream Playground, by Kate M. Becker

Background for Teachers
Playgrounds are not only great places for children to exercise and socialize, but 
they are also excellent laboratories for studying forces and motion. Swings, slides, 
seesaws, and merry-go-rounds all demonstrate motion, which is the movement of 
something from one place to another. Motion requires forces, or pushes and pulls, 
to occur. Forces can change the speed or direction of an object: more force (bigger 
pushes or pulls) leads to faster movement, while applying force from a different 
direction can change the direction of an object. Children can observe these basic 
principles by pushing and pulling a swing. By applying more force to the swing, 
the swing moves back and forth for a longer period of time. If the person on the 
swing pumps his or her legs, this applies even more force to keep the swing mov-
ing. Of course, if the person on the swing gets tired and stops pumping his or her 
legs, the swing will eventually stop. Why? Because there is friction between the 
swing and the air (and even the point where the swing’s chain is attached to the 
swing frame). Friction is a force that slows things down when they rub together. 
Another force at work when observing a swing is gravity, which is a force that pulls 
objects toward the center of Earth. When someone pushes you on a swing, you go 
up, but then you come back down because of gravity. Another important concept 
students can observe with swings is that they can push a swing sideways to change 
the direction of the swinging motion. They can even twist swings around to make 
them spin! 

Although this lesson focuses on swings, you can apply many of these same 
concepts to other playground equipment. For example, gravity is the reason that 
you go down a slide. Slides have polished surfaces to reduce the friction so that 
children can slide down quickly. Monkey bars provide opportunities for children 
to pump their feet in order to swing, pull themselves up by exerting enough force 
to overcome gravity, or drop down to the ground, again thanks to gravity. Seesaws 
are a bit more complicated but also demonstrate these concepts well. Seesaws show 
how forces can be balanced if the riders are roughly the same weight and seated the 
same distance from the center pivot point, called a fulcrum. In this situation, grav-
ity is pulling the same amount on each side. But if one rider pushes down on the 
ground with his or her feet (exerting a force), this rider can disrupt the equilibrium, 
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raising himself or herself and lowering the other rider. This position doesn’t last 
long, though, because gravity soon pulls the rider back down toward Earth. Chil-
dren intuitively figure out that if one person is significantly heavier than the other, 
the heavier rider can easily keep the lighter rider’s side of the seesaw up in the air. 
However, moving the heavier person closer toward the fulcrum and the lighter 
person away from the fulcrum allows the lighter rider to keep the heavier rider up 
in the air because of a turning force known as torque. One final concept explains 
why none of the equipment on a playground moves unless someone (or a very big 
wind) moves it: Inertia is the tendency of things to stay in one place unless a force 
acts on them. 

In this lesson, students apply forces (pushes and pulls) to make swings move. 
They test how the strength of the force they exert makes swings move for a longer 
time and observe that they can change the direction of swings by pushing or pull-
ing from a different direction. They experiment with swings on the playground and 
model swings that they build in a STEM challenge. The STEM challenge has the 
added criterion of working with given materials to develop a successful design that 
can swing in concert with a friend’s swing; this requires students to adjust their 
swings and their pushes and pulls to meet the challenge. Finally, the development 
of a class playground model requires students to apply their knowledge of forces 
and motion to create working models of playground equipment. This demands 
thoughtful planning, collaboration, discussions about accessibility, and negotiation 
to create a whole-class playground display, along with playground rules, that mod-
els real-world community projects. 

Additional Resources
Book on forces and motion for teachers 

• Robertson, W. C. 2002. Force and motion: Stop faking it! Finally understanding 
science so you can teach it. Arlington, VA: NSTA Press.

Article on teaching playground science to students with visual impairments

• Fast, D., and T. Wild. 2018. Traveling with science. Science and Children 55 (5): 
54–59. 

Article on designing playground equipment using 3-D printing 

• Wendt, S., and J. Wendt. 2015. Printing the playground. Science and Children 
52 (5): 43–47. 
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Lesson P lans

5E Lesson Plan
Engage: Playground Charades and Swingy KLEW Chart

1. Begin by asking students to imagine that they are on a playground, playing 
on their favorite playground equipment. Explain to students that instead of 
telling the class what their favorite playground equipment is, they are going 
to act out their activity on the equipment, allowing the class to guess, like a 
game of charades. Call on four or five volunteers to come up one at a time and 
act out their favorite playground activity. As students correctly guess, write 
or draw the playground equipment on the board (e.g., swing, slide, seesaw, 
monkey bars). When all the favorite activities on playground equipment have 
been named, explain to students that they’re going to focus on swings today. 

2. Draw a KLEW chart like the one in Figure 3.2 (see p. 17) and ask, “What do we 
think we Know about swings?” List their responses under the “K.” The idea of 
using pushes to make swings move will likely come up, but if students don’t 
volunteer it, prompt them with the question “How do swings move?” Once all 
answers have been added to the chart, inform students that they will be build-
ing on this knowledge by going out to the playground to explore swings!

Explore: Swingy Science 

1. Distribute the Swingy Science handout (p. 92) to students, along with clip-
boards and pencils. Assign partners (or groups of three if needed) and head 
out to the playground. 

2.  Explain to students that they are going to test the number of times their part-
ners swing with (1) a pull, (2) a pull and a push, and (3) a pull, a push, and 
pumping their legs. Model the investigation for students with a student vol-
unteer who is seated on a swing. Explain that Partner 1 (the student) sits on 
the swing without pumping legs while Partner 2 gives one pull. They should 
count the number of times the swing comes back to Partner 2 before it stops. 
Show students where on the sheet they should enter their data. Also dem-
onstrate a pull and a push, then a pull, a push, and leg pumping. (Demon-
strate the start of each, but don’t count the number of swings.) After they have 
counted using each method, partners should switch roles. 

3. Allow students to work on this activity for several minutes. Students will 
quickly notice that when their partners are pumping their legs, the swings 
don’t stop. Have students record that in their own words (e.g., does not stop, 
goes forever, keeps swinging).
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4. When students have completed the handout, allow them a few extra minutes 
to explore other ways of moving the swing, such as changing directions or 
stopping it with their feet.

5. When students are done, ask:

• “How does pushing and pulling affect the number of swings?” (the 
more pushes and pulls, the higher the number of swings)

• “Why do you think this is so?” (a push and a pull is stronger than just 
a pull, so there is more motion)

• “What happened when your partner pumped his or her legs?” (the 
swing didn’t stop)

• “Why do you think pumping keeps the swing moving?” (pumping 
keeps adding pushes and pulls; answers may vary and students will 
learn about forces in the next activity)

• “How do you stop swinging?” (putting feet on the ground)

• “Were you able to find out anything else about moving the swings?” 
(answers will vary, but students may mention changing directions, 
going diagonally, or spinning)

6. Revisit the KLEW chart and allow students to contribute what they have 
Learned in  the “L” column. Students will say, for example, that pumping legs 
helps swings move longer and bigger pushes make them go higher. Introduce 
the “Evidence” (“E”) column and ask, “What Evidence (or proof) do you have 
for what you’ve Learned?” Write answers such as “When we pumped our 
legs, the swing went longer.” 

Evaluate: Swingy Science 

1. Evaluate student work by ensuring that they have recorded their data and 
correctly interpreted these data in the final question. Students should observe 
that they are able to change the motion of the swings by changing the direc-
tion of pushes and pulls and by adding leg pumping. 

Explain: Move It! Motion, Forces, and You Read-Aloud 

1. Read aloud Move It! Motion, Forces, and You, by Adrienne Mason, using the 
guided reading prompts listed below. (Note: Some pages in this book describe 
activities to demonstrate certain concepts. You can clip these pages in advance 
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so that they aren’t part of your read-aloud, but you can always choose to do 
them at another time.) 

• On pages 6–7, note that the picture shows children playing on a 
playground and asks students to identify where forces are being used. 
Ask students, “Do you see any connections between this page and our 
playground investigation?” (students should recognize that the pushes 
and pulls that move the swing are forces)

• Similarly, on pages 12–13, the book describes how big forces make 
things move farther. Ask students, “Do you see any connections 
between this page and our playground investigation?” (students 
should recognize that when they gave pushes and pulls, or pushes, 
pulls, and leg pumping, the swing kept moving)

• On pages 16–17, the book discusses how pushes and pulls can change 
directions. Ask students, “Do you see any connections between this 
page and our playground investigation?” (students should recognize 
that pushing moved the swing in one direction and pulling moved 
it in another; students may have also noticed that pushing sideways 
produced a sideways swinging pattern)

• On pages 18–19, the book discusses stopping motion. Ask, “Do you see 
any connections between this page and our playground investigation?” 
(students used their feet to stop the swinging motion, and this required 
force) 

Explore and Explain: Model Swing STEM Challenge 

1. Explain to students that they are going to have a chance to build and test their 
own model swings. Show your prebuilt model, demonstrating that it really 
swings. Ask students to identify any shapes they notice. (the base is a rect-
angle, the sides are triangles, the swings are rectangles)

2. Show students the materials that they will have available for building (paper 
straws, pipe cleaners, and cupcake liners). Demonstrate how the pipe clean-
ers (halves) can be used as connectors between straws by simply pushing a 
pipe cleaner into one end of a straw, leaving enough outside to add the other 
straw; then the pipe cleaner can be bent, forming a joint, so that the straws can 
go in different directions. You can also put two pipe cleaners into one end of 
a straw so that three straws can be joined.
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3. Challenge students to build a swing that is able to hold a small figure or toy 
in the seat and swing back and forth at least four times with only a pull (only 
pulling the swing back and releasing it, not pushing). They will count exactly 
the same way they did on the playground, by counting each time the swing 
comes back to the starting side. 

4. Allow students time to work on their models. Tip: If students are struggling, 
encourage them to create the base (a rectangle) first, and then use the short 
sides of the base to make triangles for the sides of the model. Then, place one 
straw across the top. Encourage students to help each other as they finish. 

5. When students are finished building, it is time to test the swings. Students 
may need to make adjustments in how tightly the pipe cleaner is wrapped 
around the top bar. Encourage students to keep testing until they have a well-
functioning swing that is able to accomplish the challenge. 

6. Distribute the Model Swing STEM Challenge handout (p. 93), and have stu-
dents complete the set of challenges on the sheet.

7. When students are done with the challenges, ask:

• “How did you make your swing move?” (by pushing and pulling)

• “How are pushes and pulls alike?” (they make things move)

• “How are pushes and pulls different?” (they move things in a different 
direction; pushes move things away from us, and pulls move them 
toward us)

• “How did you make your swing move the same as your friend’s 
swing?” (start the swings at the same time from the same height)

• “How did you make the swing move back and forth at least four times 
with only one pull?” (pull it back very far) 

Evaluate: Model Swing STEM Challenge

1. Evaluate students’ work on the STEM Challenge through observation of their 
building and testing, as well as their success with the challenges. Questions 4 
and 5 on the STEM Challenge handout require testing and data collection (e.g., 
counting the number of swings), as well as possibly revising their designs to 
get the coordinated swinging with their friend’s swing and to move back and 
forth with only one pull. 
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Elaborate: My Dream Playground Read-Aloud and Our Dream 
Playground Graph

1. Explain to students that you are going to read My Dream Playground, by Kate 
M. Becker, a true story about a girl who dreamed about playgrounds because 
she lived in a place where there weren’t any. Note that although the girl’s 
name isn’t included in the book itself, the author’s note in the back of the 
book tells us that the story is based on the experiences of a girl named Ashley 
who lived in Washington, DC. After reading, ask:

• “Why do you think there weren’t any playgrounds in Ashley’s 
neighborhood? The book doesn’t tell us so we have to infer.” (answers 
will vary; perhaps the city she lived in didn’t have much space or 
money for playgrounds)

• “What were some of the things that Ashley wanted to have in her 
playground?” (slides, swings, monkey bars, trampolines)

• “What advice did her mom give her?” (never stop dreaming)

• “Who were some of the people who helped Ashley’s playground 
dream come true?” (her brothers helped her plan, Darell managed the 
project, Mr. Sid brought sandwiches, Ms. Gonzalez brought the tent, 
Gregory played music, and hundreds of volunteers helped build)

• “What lessons do you think the author might want us to learn from 
this book?” (never stop dreaming, much can be accomplished when 
people work together for a common goal, everyone can contribute in 
his or her community, children can make a difference)

2. Announce to students that they are going to design and build a model of 
a class dream playground. Using think-pair-share, ask students, “What are 
some questions we need to think about before we can build a model play-
ground?” Give students a few moments to think quietly, then allow them 
to turn to a partner to discuss, and finally, have them share out. Elicit and 
prompt questions such as the following:

• Where would our playground be?

• How big will it be?

• What kinds of equipment will it have?

• Who would use it?
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• Should it be accessible for children who use wheelchairs or walkers?

• What materials can we use to build it?

• How long do we have to build it?

• Do the equipment pieces have to work?

• Can we have other things, like people or trees, in it?

Write student questions on the board or on chart paper so that they remain 
accessible throughout the activity.

3. Show students a dedicated area in the classroom for the playground, such as a 
tabletop or counter space, and place on it a piece of chart paper labeled “Blue-
print.” Explain to students that this will be the space where they will create 
their playground; the blueprint is going to be a layout of their plan.

4. Ask, “How can we decide on what equipment should be in our playground?” 
(accept all answers, which may include voting for different pieces of equip-
ment, having everyone contribute one idea, or having everyone draft his or 
her own playground design and voting on the best one) Tell students, “Let’s 
begin by voting to see what kinds of equipment we might like to have in our 
playground model.” 

5. On chart paper or a board, draw an Our Dream Playground graph, labeling 
the x-axis “Playground Equipment” and the y-axis “Number of Votes.” With 
the class, brainstorm some examples of playground equipment and write 
them on the x-axis. Give each student three sticky notes, and have them write 
their names and a small drawing of the playground equipment type they 
want. Then, have students attach their sticky notes to the graph to create a bar 
graph that looks something like the one in Figure 5.5 (p. 88).
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F I G U R E  5 . 5 . 
Sample Our Dream Playground Graph for Sticky Note Voting

6. Ask students to interpret the data, or information, on the graph. “What does 
this graph tell us?” (in the sample shown in Figure 5.5, tunnel slide and climb-
ing castle got the most votes, monkey bars and merry-go-round the least) 
Ask, “How could we use this information in planning our playground?” (e.g., 
we might want to have two tunnel slides and castles and just one merry-go-
round, or perhaps we want to have a really big castle that would accommo-
date the interests of the group)

7. Have students respond to the following questions:

• “How many pieces of equipment can we fit in our playground 
model?” (allow them to estimate the number and sizes of pieces of 
equipment)

• “What materials do we have for building?” (show students the craft 
materials available)

• “How much time do we have to build?” (give students time 
constraints)

• “Can we make a background and model people for it?” (yes, but you 
can also allow students to use figurines and other classroom supplies)

• “Does the equipment have to work?” (yes, equipment that moves, such 
as merry-go-rounds, swings, and seesaws, must actually move, and 
equipment like climbing castles and slides have to be able to hold the 
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weight of the model people and demonstrate the way the equipment is 
used)

• “Should the playground be accessible for children who use 
wheelchairs or walkers?” (Explain to students that there are laws that 
require playgrounds to have accessible pathways and equipment 
that can allow all children, including children with different physical 
challenges, to play and have fun. Ask students if they have ever seen 
playground equipment like swings that accommodate wheelchairs 
or have high backs to help support children, ramps for accessing 
bridges or castles, or merry-go-rounds that accommodate wheelchairs. 
You can show photos of such equipment by searching for “accessible 
playground” on the internet. Encourage students to think about how 
they can make pieces of equipment that can allow the greatest number 
of children of all physical abilities to enjoy them.) 

• “How do we decide what goes where?” (Explain to students that they 
will be working in groups and will need to negotiate with each other’s 
work groups to devise a blueprint, or plan, that works for the space 
available and the equipment that is desired. Teams will draw their 
pieces of equipment on sticky notes that approximate the size and 
shape of their equipment. For example, a slide might be two sticky 
notes long. The team would put the two notes together and draw 
their slide on them. A climbing castle might be four sticky notes put 
together into a large square, with the castle drawn on it. Teams will 
then place the sticky note equipment where they think it should go on 
the blueprint; other teams can respectfully question and discuss the 
placement, and teams can come to an agreement on where equipment 
will go. No building will take place until the class has reached a 
consensus on the blueprint.)

• “What are some ways we can work out disagreements about what 
equipment goes where, or who works on what equipment?” (accept 
all answers; discuss options such as “give and take,” where one team 
might shift the placement of its playground equipment but gets a 
bigger space; “all in,” where all teams get a piece of something they 
want, such as a part of the space that they want; or “all out,” where 
both teams that want the same space find another spot) 

8. Explain to students that they will work in small groups on one type of play-
ground equipment, but they may decide to make more than one of that type, 
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especially if several students are interested in making it. For example, they 
may decide to have two tunnel slides or two castles. Assist students in divid-
ing into work groups by interest so that all students are working on some-
thing that engages them. 

9. Give each student group a large piece of chart paper, and explain that they 
will have to plan their equipment before they start and will need to check in 
with you when they are ready. They will need to include a list of materials to 
pick up at the materials table when their plan and the playground blueprint 
are approved. Distribute some sticky notes to each team so that the teams can 
position their equipment on the blueprint. 

10. As teams draw out their plans and begin to place their ideas on the blueprint, 
monitor the discussions to ensure that negotiations are productive. When the 
blueprint includes each team’s sticky note equipment drawing, ask the class 
if they are in agreement on the design. If there is any disagreement, help stu-
dents compromise on equipment placement and design. Once the blueprint is 
approved, congratulate students on their good collaboration and negotiation!

11. Allow students to begin building. Remind them that their playground equip-
ment will have to work. This means that moving parts will have to work 
similarly to a real piece of playground equipment. Nonmoving equipment, 
such as a climbing castle, will have to withstand the weight of model people. 
Teams will have to test their equipment, and revise if necessary, until it is a 
working model. As students are working, ensure that they are collaborating 
and discussing the material and space constraints. 

12. As teams finish, allow them to place their equipment on the playground. 
If teams finish early, allow them to work on additional aspects of the play-
ground area, such as grass, trees, signage, and paths. Once all teams have 
finished (or the time is up), have teams present their pieces of playground 
equipment and demonstrate how they work. Ask teams:

• “What went well in your planning or building process? What didn’t?”

• “Did you need to revise your plan as you started building? If so, 
why?”

• “How well did your team work together? What is one thing that your 
team did really well? One thing that you could improve on?” 

13. Once all teams have presented, tell them that there is still something missing 
from their playground. Allow them to guess. Then, explain that they need 
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to develop some rules to post on the playground to make sure that it is a 
great community place for all children. As a group, brainstorm a list of rules 
that might be appropriate for the playground, such as “Be kind to everyone,” 
“Be safe: no jumping off the castle,” “No pushing: keep your hands to your-
selves,” “Take turns,” and “Say yes if someone asks if he or she can play with 
you.” Write the rules or have students write them as they are suggested.

Evaluate: My Dream Playground Scene

1. Distribute the My Dream Playground handout (p. 94) to each student. Explain 
to students that they can draw any kind of dream playground they can imag-
ine, but it must include the following two elements:

• A push that is changing the direction or speed of an object

• A pull that is changing the direction or speed of an object

Assess the drawings based on the presence of these two elements or students’ 
ability to explain their drawing in a way that conveys these two elements. 

Going Deeper
• Students can survey playground equipment at school and in their 

neighborhood and create class maps and graphs of what they’ve found.

• Students can interview parents and other adults about their favorite 
playground equipment and childhood memories.

• Students can interview people with disabilities about playground access.

• Students can contact school, town, or city administrators about getting new 
playgrounds or accessible equipment in a playground.

• Students can research the history of playgrounds (see “How We Came to 
Play: The History of Playgrounds” at https://savingplaces.org/stories/how-we-
came-to-play-the-history-of-playgrounds/#.W3B_POgzo2).

• Students can make connections between this lesson and simple machines.
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Swingy Science

How many times does Partner 1 swing with ...

1. a pull? ______________

2. a pull and a push? ______________

3. a pull, a push, and pumping legs? ______________

How many times does Partner 2 swing with ...

1. a pull? ______________

2. a pull and a push? ______________

3. a pull, a push, and pumping legs? ______________

We found that _________________ gives the most swings (circle one):

a pull   a pull and a push   a pull, a push, and pumping legs
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Model Swing STEM Challenge
1. Can you build a swing that can hold a figure or toy in the seat?

 yes     no

2. Can you make your swing move back and forth when you push it?

 yes     no

3. Can you make your swing move back and forth when you pull it?

 yes     no

4. Can you make your swing move back and forth at the same time as a friend’s 
swing?

 yes     no

5. Can you make your swing move back and forth at least four times with only one 
pull? (Count one for every time the swing comes back to the starting side.)

 yes     no
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Index
Page references in boldface indicate 

information contained in figures and 
tables.

A
About Habitats: Wetlands (Sill), 287, 288, 

294
Absorbancy, 163–164. See also Soaky 

Doaky lesson plan
Accessibility. See Swingy Thingy lesson 

plan
Accomodations for students with disabili-

ties, 10, 47
Action and expression, 10, 11
Administration communication, 498–499
Advantages/disadvantages graphic 

organizer, 168
Agree/Disagree argument lines, 34
Agree/Disagree T-charts, 23, 23–24, 469, 

479
Allocation of resources. See Blast From 

the Past lesson plan
Altruism. See Monkey Business lesson 

plan
Anemometers, 231
Animal rights. See Leave It to Beavers 

lesson plan; Monkey Business lesson 
plan

Assessment, 51–54

B
Beans, 115. See also Take a (Farm) 

Stand lesson plan
Beavers, 60–62. See also Leave It to 

Beavers lesson plan
The Bee Book (Milner), 191, 198–199, 

203–205
Bee-ing There for Bees lesson plan, 

186–214
additional resources, 194–195
background for teachers, 192–194
CCSS connections, 187–188
C3 Framework, 188

driving questions, 186
5E lesson plan, 195–208, 197

elaborate, 203–207
elaborate and evaluate, 200–203
engage, 195–197
evaluate, 207–208
explain, 198–200
explore, 197, 197–198

going deeper, 208
handouts, 209–214
materials, 189–191
media, 191–192
misconception alert, 198
nature of science, 187
NCSS connection, 188
NGSS connection, 186–187, 507
overview, 186
rubric for “Bee” an Engineer!, 214
safety notes, 191
societal issues, 187
suggested grade levels, 186
suggested schedule and sequence, 

189
UDL Toolkit, 189

Bees, 192–194. See also Bee-ing There 
for Bees lesson plan

Biological Sciences Curriculum Study. 
See BSCS 5E Instructional Model

Biomass energy, 450
Blast From the Past lesson plan, 

347–390
additional resources, 356
background for teachers, 354–356, 

355
CCSS connections, 349
C3 Framework, 350
driving questions, 347
elaborate, 372–375, 373
5E lesson plan, 356–376, 357, 369, 

371, 373
engage, 356–358, 357
evaluate, 361–362, 369–371, 

371, 375–376
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explore and explain, 358–361, 
362–369

going deeper, 376
handouts, 353, 377–390
materials, 351–353
media, 354
misconception alert, 365
nature of science, 348
NCSS connections, 349
NGSS connections, 347–348, 

513–514
overview, 347
safety notes, 353
societal issues, 348
suggested grade levels, 347
suggested schedule and sequence, 

351
UDL Toolkit, 350

Born in the Wild: Baby Mammals and 
Their Parents (Judge), 137–138

Brain function, 464. See also Watch Your 
Step lesson plan

BSCS 5E Instructional Model, 9, 9–10, 
50, 50. See also specific lesson plans

Butternut Hollow Pond (Heinz), 294

C
California Gold Rush, 395–396. See also 

“Mined” Your Own Business lesson 
plan

The California Gold Rush (Friedman), 
395, 397, 400–402

CARS (Credibility, Accuracy, Reason-
ableness, Support) rubric, 27, 28, 485

CCSS connections. See Common Core 
State Standards (CCSS)

C3 Framework. See College, Career, and 
Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social 
Studies State Standards

Choice boards, 31, 31–32
Claim, Evidence, Reasoning (CER) 

framework, 21–22, 22
Claim, Evidence, Source (CES) frame-

work, 22, 22
College, Career, and Civic Life (C3) 

Framework for Social Studies State 
Standards, 44, 44–45, 45, 46, 47

Bee-ing There for Bees lesson plan, 
188

Blast From the Past lesson plan, 
350

Eggstreme Sports lesson plan, 251
Finders Keepers? lesson plan, 322
Fueling Around lesson plan, 

415–416
Leave It to Beavers lesson plan, 58
Marsh Madness lesson plan, 284
“Mined” Your Own Business lesson 

plan, 393
Monkey Business lesson plan, 128
Soaky Doaky lesson plan, 156
Swingy Thingy lesson plan, 77
Take a (Farm) Stand lesson plan, 97
Watch Your Step lesson plan, 458
Weather or Not lesson plan, 

217–218
Common Core State Standards (CCSS)

about, 42–43, 43
Bee-ing There for Bees lesson plan, 

187–188
Blast From the Past lesson plan, 

349
Eggstreme Sports lesson plan, 

250–251
Finders Keepers? lesson plan, 321
Fueling Around lesson plan, 415
Leave It to Beavers lesson plan, 57
Marsh Madness lesson plan, 283
“Mined” Your Own Business lesson 

plan, 392
Monkey Business lesson plan, 127
Soaky Doaky lesson plan, 155
Swingy Thingy lesson plan, 76–77
Take a (Farm) Stand lesson plan, 

96–97
Watch Your Step lesson plan, 

457–458
Weather or Not lesson plan, 217

Concept maps, 19, 19–20, 134
Concussions, 255–256. See also Eggs-

treme Sports lesson plan
Congressional debate, rubric for, 29–31, 

30, 455
Constructivist learning, 9
Consumer product advertising. See 

Soaky Doaky lesson plan
Cooperative learning strategies, 32–37, 

33, 35, 36

D
Decision making, 1–2
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Digging Up Dinosaurs (Aliki), 325, 
332–333

Dino Dig simulation game, 333–335, 334
Disciplinary core ideas (DCIs), 481–482
Discrimination. See “Mined” Your Own 

Business lesson plan
Dissolution, 365
Distracted walking, 461–463. See also 

Watch Your Step lesson plan
Distribution of resources. See Take a 

(Farm) Stand lesson plan

E
Economic costs of natural hazards. See 

Weather or Not lesson plan
Economics of energy production and 

consumption. See Fueling Around
EF Scale, 230, 230
Eggstreme Sports lesson plan, 249–281

additional resources, 257
background for teachers, 255–256
CCSS connections, 250–251
C3 Framework, 251
driving questions, 249
5E lesson plan, 257–266, 259, 260, 

261, 263
elaborate, 263–266
engage, 257–259, 259
evaluate, 266
explain, 261–263, 263
explore, 259–261, 260, 261

going deeper, 266–267
handouts, 254, 268–281
materials, 253–254
media, 254–255
nature of science, 250
NCSS connections, 251
NGSS connections, 249–250, 510
overview, 249
safety notes, 254
societal issues, 250
suggested grade levels, 249
suggested schedule and sequence, 

252
UDL Toolkit, 252

Elaborate, 9, 9–10, 50, 50
Energy, 419–420. See also Fueling 

Around lesson plan
Energy Island (Drummond), 419, 

421–422
Engage, 9, 9–10, 50, 50

Engagement, 10, 11
Environmental concerns. See “Mined” 

Your Own Business lesson plan
Environmental costs/benefits. See Fuel-

ing Around
Environmental impact of humans. See 

Bee-ing There for Bees lesson plan
Environmental justice. See Fueling 

Around
Environmental stewardship. See Leave It 

to Beavers lesson plan
Environmental/sustainability concerns. 

See Marsh Madness lesson plan; 
Soaky Doaky lesson plan

Evaluate, 9, 9–10, 50, 50
Evaluating Media Sources template, 27, 

28
Explain, 9, 9–10, 50, 50
Explore, 9, 9–10, 50, 50

F
Fair negotiations. See Swingy Thingy 

lesson plan
Farming methods, contemporary versus 

traditional. See Bee-ing There for 
Bees lesson plan

Finders Keepers? lesson plan, 320–346
additional resources, 327
background for teachers, 326–327
CCSS connections, 321
C3 Framework, 322
driving question, 320
5E lesson plan, 327–338

elaborate, 333–337, 334
engage, 327–328, 330
evaluate, 337–338
explain, 331–333
explore, 330, 330–331, 331
explore and explain, 328–329

going deeper, 338
handouts, 325, 339–346
materials, 323–325
media, 325–326
nature of science, 321
NCSS connections, 322
NGSS connections, 320, 512
overview, 320
safety notes, 325
societal issues, 321
suggested grade levels, 320
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suggested schedule and sequence, 
323

UDL Toolkit, 322
5E lesson plans, 9, 9–10, 50, 50. See 

also specific lesson plans
Fossils, 326–327. See also Finders Keep-

ers? lesson plan
Fossils Tell of Long Ago (Aliki), 325, 

327–328
Four corners, 33, 33–34
Four Square Writing Method, 20, 20–21, 

21
A Framework for K–12 Science Educa-

tion, 2
Freedom. See Monkey Business lesson 

plan
Fueling Around lesson plan, 413–455

additional resources, 420–421
background for teachers, 419–420
CCSS connections, 415
C3 Framework, 415–416
driving questions, 413
5E lesson plan, 421–434, 425, 426, 

429, 431
elaborate, 430–433, 431
elaborate and evaluate, 426–430, 

429
engage, 421–422
evaluate, 434
explore and explain, 422–426, 

425, 426
handouts, 418
materials, 417–418
media, 419
nature of science, 414
NCSS connections, 415
NGSS connections, 413–414, 

516–517
overview, 413
rubric for congressional debate, 30, 

455
safety notes, 418
societal issues, 414
suggested grade levels, 413
suggested schedule and sequence, 

416–417
UDL Toolkit, 416

G
Gas properties, 365
Geothermal energy, 449

Gold rush, 395–396. See also “Mined” 
Your Own Business lesson plan

Government control. See Watch Your 
Step lesson plan

Government regulation. See Eggstreme 
Sports lesson plan

Graphic organizers, 165, 168
Green City (Drummond), 221, 238

H
Here Is the Wetland (Dunphy), 287, 294, 

295–297
High-stakes testing, 51–54
The Honeybee (Hall & Arsenault), 191, 

196
Honeybees, 192–194. See also Bee-ing 

There for Bees lesson plan
How Animal Babies Stay Safe (Fraser), 

136–137
How Do Parachutes Work? (Boothroyd), 

354, 367–368
Human-animal conflicts. See Leave It to 

Beavers lesson plan
Hydropower, 451

I
IBiome-Wetland, 291, 292, 292–293
Individual freedom versus public good. 

See Watch Your Step lesson plan
Inservice elementary science instruction

about, 487–491
lesson guiding questions and check-

list, 494
lesson plan for, 492–493
lesson planning frame, 494

Interdisciplinary standards-based learn-
ing, 12, 12

J
Jigsaw, 36, 36, 426–430

K
KLEW charts, 17, 17, 226
Know, Want to Know, Learned (KWL) 

graphic organizers, 15–16, 196, 210, 
357

L
Land use. See Marsh Madness lesson 

plan; Swingy Thingy lesson plan
Leave It to Beavers lesson plan, 56–74
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additional resources, 62
background for teachers, 60–62
beaver OWL chart, 70
CCSS connections, 57
C3 Framework, 58
driving questions, 56
5E lesson plan, 62–69, 65, 66, 67

elaborate, 67–68
engage, 62–63
evaluate, 68–69
explain, 66, 66–67, 67
explore, 63–65, 65

going deeper, 69
materials, 59–60
media, 60
nature of science, 57
NCSS connections, 57–58
NGSS connections, 56–57, 502
overview, 56
rubric for My Beaver Proposal, 74
safety notes, 60
societal issues, 57
suggested grade levels, 56
suggested schedule and sequence, 

58–59
UDL Toolkit, 58

Lesson plans guide
additional resources, 49
assessment, 51–54
background for teachers, 49
CCSS connections, 42
C3 Framework, 44, 44–45, 45, 46, 

47
connecting to the NGSS, 40–41
driving questions, 40
5E lesson plans, 50, 50
going deeper, 51
lesson overview, 40
lesson title, 39
materials, 48
media, 49
misconception alert, 50
National Curriculum Standards for 

Social Studies (NCSS), 43–44
nature of science, 42
safety notes, 48–49
societal issues, 41
suggested grade levels, 40
suggested schedule and sequence, 

47–48
UDL Toolkit, 47

M
Maddi’s Fridge (Brandt), 101
Manifest destiny. See Blast From the 

Past lesson plan
Marsh Madness lesson plan, 282–319

additional resources, 288
background for teachers, 287–288
CCSS connections, 283
C3 Framework, 284
driving questions, 282
5E lesson plan, 288–301, 289, 290, 

292, 294, 298, 299
elaborate, 297–299, 298, 299
engage, 288–289
evaluate, 299–301
explain, 295–297
explore, 291–295, 292, 294
explore and explain, 289–291, 

290, 291
going deeper, 301–302
handouts, 286, 303–319
materials, 285–286
media, 287
nature of science, 283
NCSS connections, 283
NGSS connections, 282–283, 511
overview, 282
picture books about wetlands, 294
rubric for Town Hall Meeting, 30, 318
rubric for Wetlands flip-book, 319
safety notes, 286–287
societal issues, 283
suggested grade levels, 282
suggested schedule and sequence, 

285
UDL Toolkit, 284

Meadowlands: A Wetlands Survival 
Story (Yezerski), 294

“Mined” Your Own Business lesson plan, 
391–412

additional resources, 397
background for teachers, 395–396
CCSS connections, 392
C3 Framework, 393
driving questions, 391
5E lesson plan, 397–402, 398, 399, 

400
elaborate, 401–402
engage, 397, 398
evaluate, 402
explain, 400, 400–401
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explore, 398, 398–399, 399
going deeper, 402–403
handouts, 404–412
materials, 394
media, 395
NCSS connections, 392–393
NGSS connections, 391–392, 515
overview, 391
safety notes, 395
societal issues, 392
suggested grade levels, 391
suggested schedule and sequence, 

393
UDL Toolkit, 393

Mining, 395–396. See also “Mined” Your 
Own Business lesson plan

Models, 201
Mohs Hardness Scale, 399
Monkey Business lesson plan, 126–153

additional resources, 131
background for teachers, 130–131
CCSS connections, 127
C3 Framework, 128
driving questions, 126
5E lesson plan, 131–142, 134, 136, 

140
elaborate, 138, 139–142
engage, 131–134, 134
evaluate, 139
explain, 136–138
explore, 134–135, 136

going deeper, 142–143
handouts, 129, 144–153
materials, 129
media, 130
misconception alert, 138
nature of science, 127
NCSS connections, 127–128
NGSS connection, 126–127, 505
overview, 126
societal issues, 127
suggested grade levels, 126
suggested schedule and sequence, 

129
UDL Toolkit, 128

Moonshot (Floca), 354, 356–358, 357, 
361

My Visit to the Zoo (Aliki), 131–133

N
National Curriculum Standards for So-

cial Studies (NCSS), 43–44
Bee-ing There for Bees lesson plan, 

188
Blast From the Past lesson plan, 

349
Eggstreme Sports lesson plan, 251
Finders Keepers? lesson plan, 322
Fueling Around lesson plan, 415
Leave It to Beavers lesson plan, 

57–58
Marsh Madness lesson plan, 283
“Mined” Your Own Business lesson 

plan, 392–393
Monkey Business lesson plan, 

127–128
Soaky Doaky lesson plan, 155–156
Swingy Thingy lesson plan, 77
Take a (Farm) Stand lesson plan, 97
Watch Your Step lesson plan, 458
Weather or Not lesson plan, 217

NCSS connections. See National Cur-
riculum Standards for Social Studies 
(NCSS)

Near One Cattail (Fredericks), 294
Next Generation Science Standards 

(NGSS), 2
Bee-ing There for Bees lesson plan, 

186–187, 507
Blast From the Past lesson plan, 

347–348, 513–514
Eggstreme Sports lesson plan, 

249–250, 510
Finders Keepers? lesson plan, 320, 

512
Fueling Around lesson plan, 

413–414, 516–517
Leave It to Beavers lesson plan, 

56–57, 502
Marsh Madness lesson plan, 

282–283, 511
“Mined” Your Own Business lesson 

plan, 391–392, 515
Monkey Business lesson plan, 

126–127, 505
Soaky Doaky lesson plan, 154, 506
and SSI implementation, 3–5, 4, 

481–482
Swingy Thingy lesson plan, 75–76, 

503
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Take a (Farm) Stand lesson plan, 
95–96, 504

Watch Your Step lesson plan, 
456–457, 518

Weather or Not lesson plan, 
215–216, 508–509

NGSS connections. See Next Genera-
tion Science Standards (NGSS)

Nuclear energy, 447

O
Observe, Wonder, Learn (OWL) charts, 

15–16, 16, 70
Opinion letter, 28, 29
Otis and the Tornado (Long), 221, 

225–226
OWL charts. See Observe, Wonder, 

Learn (OWL) charts

P
Paper towel testing, 159–160. See also 

Soaky Doaky lesson plan
Parachutes, 367–368. See also Blast 

From the Past lesson plan
Parent communication, 498
Personal autonomy. See Eggstreme 

Sports lesson plan; Watch Your Step 
lesson plan

Pioneering. See Blast From the Past 
lesson plan

Planetary protection. See Blast From the 
Past lesson plan

Plants, 100–102. See also Take a (Farm) 
Stand lesson plan

Playground design, 80–81. See also 
Swingy Thingy lesson plan

Pollination, 192–194. See also Bee-ing 
There for Bees lesson plan

Poverty, addressing. See Take a (Farm) 
Stand lesson plan

Preservice elementary science instruc-
tion

about, 487–491
lesson guiding questions and check-

list, 494
lesson plan for, 492–493
lesson planning frame, 494

Professional development, 487–491

Property rights. See Finders Keepers? 
lesson plan; Marsh Madness lesson 
plan; “Mined” Your Own Business les-
son plan

Public versus private goods. See Finders 
Keepers? lesson plan

R
Reading and Analyzing Nonfiction (RAN) 

charts, 18, 18
Renewable energy. See Fueling Around
Representation, 10, 11
Risk assessment. See Weather or Not 

lesson plan
Rocket launches, 354–356, 355. See 

also Blast From the Past lesson plan

S
School regulation. See Eggstreme 

Sports lesson plan
Scientific discoveries, ownership of and 

access to. See Finders Keepers? les-
son plan

Scientific literacy, 2
The Secret Pool (Ridley), 294
Sentence Frames for Arguments, 25–26, 

26
Soaky Doaky lesson plan, 154–185

additional resources, 160
background for teachers, 159–160
CCSS connections, 155
C3 Framework, 156
driving questions, 154
elaborate, 167, 167–168, 167–170, 

168
5E lesson plan, 160–171, 162, 165, 

167, 168
engage, 160–161
evaluate, 170–171
explain, 164–167, 165
explore, 163–164
explore and explain, 161–163, 

162
going deeper, 171
handouts, 158, 172–185
materials, 157–158
media, 159
nature of science, 155
NCSS connection, 155–156
NGSS connection, 154, 506
overview, 154
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safety notes, 158
societal issues, 155
suggested grade levels, 154
suggested schedule and sequence, 

157
UDL Toolkit, 156

Socioscientific issues (SSI) curriculum
about, 2–3, 7–9, 8
administration communication, 

498–499
benefits of, 5
cross-disciplinary topics, 482
cross-discipline collaborators, 499
developing own SSI lessons, 

481–486
embracing controversies, 497–498
features of, 8
ground rules, 485
key elements of, 5
lesson guiding questions and check-

list, 494
lesson plan for methods course on, 

492–493
lesson planning frame, 494
and local issues, 482
and NGSS, 3–5, 4, 481–482
parent communication, 498
in preservice and inservice instruc-

tion, 487–491
resources, 483–484
student voices in, 500
taking action, 499–500
timing of introduction of issues, 

484–485
and UDL strategies, 483

Solar energy, 446
Song Of the Water Boatman (Sidman), 

294
Source evaluation, 27, 27, 28, 485
Sources of Evidence template, 26, 27
Student-centered inquiry, 9
Swingy Thingy lesson plan, 75–94

additional resources, 81
background for teachers, 80–81
CCSS connections, 76–77
C3 Framework, 77
driving question, 75
5E lesson plan, 82–91, 88

elaborate, 86–91, 88
engage, 82
evaluate, 83, 85, 91

explain, 83–84
explore, 82–83
explore and explain, 84–85

going deeper, 91
materials, 78–79
media, 80
nature of science, 76
NCSS connections, 77
NGSS connections, 75–76, 503
overview, 75
safety notes, 79
societal issues, 76
suggested grade levels, 75
suggested schedule and sequence, 

78
UDL Toolkit, 77

T
Take a (Farm) Stand lesson plan, 

95–125
additional resources, 102
background for teachers, 100–102
CCSS connections, 96–97
C3 Framework, 97
driving questions, 95
5E lesson plan, 103–114, 106, 107, 

108
elaborate, 105, 112–113
elaborate and evaluate, 113–114
engage, 103
evaluate, 105–109, 106, 107, 108, 

111
explain, 104–105
explain and elaborate, 111
explore, 103–104, 109–111

going deeper, 114
handouts, 115–124
materials, 98–99
media, 100
misconception alert, 104
nature of science, 96
NCSS connections, 97
NGSS connections, 95–96, 504
overview, 95
rubric for plant journal, 125
safety notes, 99–100
societal issues, 96
suggested grade level, 95
suggested schedule and sequence, 

98
UDL Toolkit, 97
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Talking chips or sticks, 36, 37
T-charts, 23, 23–24, 228, 229, 262, 263, 

469
Teacher instruction, 487–491
Texting and walking. See Watch Your 

Step lesson plan
Think-pair-share strategy, 35, 35
Tornadoes, 221–224, 222. See also 

Weather or Not lesson plan
Tornadoes (Gibson), 221, 228, 234
Town hall meeting, rubric for, 29–31, 30, 

318

U
The Ugly Vegetables (Lin), 103
Universal Design for Learning (UDL), 

10–11, 11. See also UDL Toolkit in 
specific lessons

V
Venn diagrams, 18–19, 19, 66, 400

W
Walking, distracted. See Watch Your Step 

lesson plan
Watch Your Step lesson plan, 456–480

additional resources, 463
background for teachers, 461–463
CCSS connections, 457–458
C3 Framework, 458
driving questions, 456
5E lesson plan, 463–470, 469

elaborate, 468–470, 469
engage, 463–464
evaluate, 470
explain, 465–468
explore, 464–465

going deeper, 470
handouts, 460–461, 471–480
materials, 460–461
media, 461
misconception alert, 464
nature of science, 457
NCSS connections, 458
NGSS connections, 456–457, 518
overview, 456
safety notes, 461
societal issues, 457
suggested grade levels, 456
suggested schedule and sequence, 

459

Weather or Not lesson plan, 215–248
additional resources, 224–225
background for teachers, 221–224, 

222
CCSS connections, 217
C3 Framework, 217–218
driving questions, 215
5E lesson plan, 225–238, 227, 229, 

230, 231
elaborate, 234–235
elaborate and evaluate, 232–234, 

236–238
engage, 225–226
evaluate, 235–236
explain, 228–230, 229, 230
explore, 226–228, 227
explore and explain, 231, 

231–232
going deeper, 238–239
handouts, 220, 240–248
materials, 219–220
media, 221
misconception alert, 235
nature of science, 216
NCSS connections, 217
NGSS connections, 215–216, 

508–509
overview, 215
safety notes, 220–221
societal issues, 216
suggested grade levels, 215
suggested schedule and sequence, 

218
UDL Toolkit, 218

Weighing the Evidence template, 25, 25
Wetland Food Chains (Kalman & Burns), 

287, 293, 294
Wetlands, 287–288. See also Marsh 

Madness lesson plan
Wind energy, 448

Y
Yes/No argument lines, 34, 35
Yes/No T-charts, 23, 23–24, 140, 373

Z
Zoos, need for. See Monkey Business 

lesson plan
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Grades K–5

781681 4062999

PB347X2
ISBN: 978-1-68140-629-9

It’s Still Debatable! encourages 
scientific literacy by showing 
you how to teach the content 

and thinking skills K–5 students 
need to explore real-world 
questions like these:

 • Is football too dangerous for kids? 

 • Do we need zoos? 

 • Should distracted walking be illegal?

At the core of the exploration is the Socioscientific 
Issues Framework. It uses debatable, science-related 
societal questions, or socioscientific issues, to 
address science content, help children learn to apply 
the content, and encourage them to become informed 
citizens. The book supports the Next Generation 
Science Standards; links to the Common Core State 
Standards, National Curriculum Standards for Social 
Studies, and C3 Framework; and is developmentally 
appropriate for diverse elementary classrooms. It 
also includes a chapter especially for use in methods 
courses and professional development programs.

The framework gives students practice in the 
research, analysis, and argumentation necessary 
to grapple with difficult questions with roots in 

life, physical, Earth, and 
environmental science. After 
introducing the framework and 
explaining how it supports the 
standards, the book shows 
you how to implement the 
concept through 14 lessons. 

Because the book is specifically for elementary 
grades, the author made it a teach-ready resource 
that integrates science into your packed school days. 
You get clear and accessible background information, 
practical guidance on how to use the lessons, and 
developmentally appropriate assessments and 
handouts. You even find out how to develop your  
own socioscientific issues curriculum.

Both practical and content-rich, It’s Still Debatable! 
doesn’t shy away from controversy. Instead, it 
encourages you and your students to confront just 
how messy the questions raised by science (and 
pseudoscience) can be. After all, as the author 
notes, when science feels real to students, “They 
are invested in their learning because they feel 
real connections to questions and want to make a 
difference in the world, and in their own lives.”

 “All educators have an obligation to 
develop a new generation of informed, 

ethical, engaged decision makers 
who are able to apply science in their 

everyday lives and in society.” 

—Author of It’s Still Debatable!

ST ILLST ILL
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